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Fluorescence is a leading signal transduction method for the
formation of chemosensory devices.1,2 Conjugated polymer-based
fluorescent chemosensors have been proven to further amplify
this inherently sensitive method.2 Although solid-state (thin film)
fluorescent chemosensory devices are generally required, most
systems have limited solid state utility with the lack of stable
(reproducible) spectroscopic features and low fluorescence quan-
tum yields, presumably due to the excimer formation and self-
quenching.3,4 These processes have been an impediment to other
applications of conjugated polymers and general solutions also
have implications for electroluminescent polymer devices.4 We
report herein an approach to stable fluorescent conjugated polymer
films by the incorporation of the rigid three-dimensional penti-
ptycene moieties,5 1, which preventπ-stacking or excimer
formation. In comparison to the planar model polymer3, thin
films of the pentiptycene polymer,2, display enhanced fluores-
cence quantum yield and stability. Moreover, their potential for
the trace detection of high explosives such as 2,4,6-trinitrotoluene
(TNT ) is also reported.6 Polymer 2 has unprecedented high
sensitivity as an artificial fluorescent chemosensor for the vapors
of TNT and 2,4-dinitrotoluene (DNT).

The absorption and fluorescence spectra of the pentiptycene
polymer,2 (Mn ) 56 000),7 and 3 (Mn ) 33 000),8 in dichlo-
romethane and thin films,9 are shown in Figure 1. While3
displays a substantial red shift (18-30 nm) in its principal
absorption and fluorescence bands in thin films relative to solution,
2 shows almost invariant behavior in terms of the shape and
positions (∆λ max) 4-7 nm) of its peaks. The persistence of a
mirror-image relationship of3’s absorption and emission spectra

with vibrational structure indicates that the red shift results from
electronic perturbations due toπ-stacking of polymer chains. The
absence of similar perturbations for2 in the solid state confirms
that the rigid pentiptycene structure prevents significantπ-stacking
interactions between polymer backbones. Greatly reduced in-
terpolymer interactions also account for the observed 100-fold
larger solubility of2 relative to3 in organic solvents, despite3
having more than double the density of side chains. In accord,
the fluorescence quantum yield of2 is 3.5 times larger than that
of 3 in the thin films.10

It appears that prevention of direct contact of conjugated
backbones also contributes to the greater spectroscopic stability
of polymer films of2 relative to3. Fresh films of2 exhibit small
or no decrease (<10%) of fluorescence intensity with methanol
washes or heating (140°C) for 5 min, whereas the corresponding
reduction of fluorescence in3 is as large as 80%. Such changes
are presumably due to solvent or heat-induced spatial re-organi-
zation of polymer packing (e.g. a change of adjacent polymer
backbones from edge-on to face-on (π-stacking) structure). The
influence of interpolymer reorganization on fluorescence behavior
is expected to be small in cases where polymer backbones are
not allowed to have direct contact.
Polymers2 and3 display fast fluorescence responses toTNT

andDNT.11 Figure 2 shows the time-dependent fluorescence
intensity of2 (25( 5 Å thickness)12 upon exposure toTNT vapor.
The fluorescence quenching increases to 50( 5% within 30 s
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Figure 1. The absorption and fluorescence spectra of (A)2 and (B)3 in
dichloromethane (full lines) and in spin-cast films (dot lines).
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and to 75( 5% at 60 s (Figure 2, inset). The response of the
same film toDNT vapor is even faster (e.g. 91( 2% fluorescence
quenching at 30 s), and can be attributed to the higher equilibrium
vapor pressure13 of DNT (1.47× 10-4 mmHg at 22°C) relative
to TNT (8.02 × 10-6 mmHg at 25 °C). The fluorescence
quenching is dependent on film thickness (Figure 3). For
example, in a 25 Å film of2 the amount ofDNT quenching at
60 s is 95( 2%; however, this is reduced to 75( 5% in a 200-Å
film and is only 35( 5% in a 2500-Å film. Ironically, with
benzoquinone (BQ) vapor (0.9 mmHg at 20°C), a faster response
was found for thicker films of2. Due to lower solubility of3,
we were limited to∼33 Å films. In response toTNT , DNT,
andBQ, we observed a relatively slower response for3 vs2with
similar film thickness (Figure 3). Thin films of both2 and 3
have slow response toBQ; however, prolonged exposure toBQ
increases the fluorescence quenching for2 (e.g. 8% at 1 min and
40% at 10 min) but not for3 (e.g. 10% at both 1 and 10 min). A
survey of several representative small aromatic compounds,14

including 1,4-dimethoxybenzene, 1,4-dichlorobenzene, 1,4-dicy-
anobenzene, benzophenone, and 3,3′-dinitrobenzophenone, reveals
that the size and electronic properties of the analyte are critical
to obtain a response. In general, these species result in little or
no fluorescence quenching (<10%) with exposure times of 5 min.
Another important consideration is the fluorescent reversibility
of the polymer films. Most of the initial fluorescence of thin
films of 2 after exposure to quenchers can be recovered (70-
100%) by rinsing with methanol and gentle air drying; however,
the fluorescent reversibility of3 is poor (<30%), probably due
to its poor solvent stability.
The mechanism of fluorescence attenuation can be attributed

to the electron transfer from the excited polymer to the electron
acceptors (TNT ,DNT, andBQ).15 AlthoughBQ has the highest
vapor pressure and is most readily reduced, it shows the least
amount of fluorescence quenching in3 and in 25-Å films of2.

This may result from weakerπ-π interactions between the
π-electron rich polymers andBQ molecules due to differences
in its charge distribution relative toTNT or DNT.16 The large
response toBQ in thicker films is consistent with films of2
having a porous nature due to the three-dimensional pentiptycene
scaffold.17 The greater number of cavities in thicker films would
more effectively sequesterBQ, which has higher volatility.
Scheme 1 shows a conceptual and idealized model of the structure
obtained in thin films of2. It should be noted that the polymer
backbones are not expected to have a perfectly parallel alignment.
The porous nature of2’s films is likely the origin of its larger
response toBQ in comparison to3. TNT andDNT, on the other
hand, due to their stronger interactions with the polymers, lower
volatility, and larger size, may favor binding near the film’s
surface. Consequently, the interior of thicker films is not readily
quenched due to the limited distance of energy migration, which
is a result of the short excited-state lifetime of the polymers in
the film.10,18 Nevertheless, films of3 show considerably less
quenching byTNT and DNT than films of 2 with similar
thickness (∼30 Å). Further studies on the electronic and structural
influence of these systems are in progress in order to gain an
insight into the binding character.
In summary, the pentiptycene-derived conjugated polymer,2,

is an excellent fluorescent chemosensor for the detection of
electron-deficient unsaturated species includingTNT , DNT, and
BQ. The manipulation of the thickness of polymer films allows
differentiation of BQ from the other quenchers. The rigid
pentiptycene scaffold also provides a new method to improve the
luminescent properties of films for sensor and electroluminescent
applications. Moreover, these materials are less prone than other
conjugated polymers to emission changes resulting from structural
reorganization. More elaborated rigid scaffolds attached to
conjugated polymers should supply the necessary selectivity to
form reliable sensors.
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Figure 2. The time-dependent fluorescence intensity of2 (25 ( 5 Å
thickness) upon exposure toTNT vapor (room temperature) at 0, 10, 30,
60, 120, 180, 300, and 600 s (top to bottom) and the fluorescence
quenching (%) against time (inset).

Figure 3. The amount of fluorescence quenched byTNT , DNT, and
BQ (room temperature) at an exposure time of 60 s in films2 and3.

Scheme 1
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